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The common-item equating design, specifically the nonequivalent groups with anchor test (NEAT) design, is a widely used data collection design in test score equating practice because of its flexibility in operational work. However, the administrative flexibility of this design is obtained at the cost of a lack of empirical data to examine the assumptions of NEAT equating methods (Kolen & Brennan, 2004) and the potential risk of common-item exposure. The common-item exposure risk becomes more serious for a high-stakes test in a population where test takers are able to share the test items on the Internet after they take the test. Exposure to common items positively affects examinee performance, and as a result, the NEAT design results in overestimating the achievement levels of examinees, leading to less than optimal score equating. New alternative designs without using common items need to be explored and investigated for test equating in security-risk populations. This study evaluated one of the proposed designs and methods-single-group growth model (SGGM) scaling. The data used for the evaluation came from a number of administrations of a secured English-language test, and NEAT design equating results were used as the criterion.
To address the common-item security issue, six alternative methods have been explored as substitutes for NEAT design equating. Liao and Livingston (2012) explored three approaches. The first approach eliminated equating by trying to create randomly equivalent forms. The results showed that the form-to-form differences were too large for the technique to be an adequate substitute for score equating. The second approach created equivalent groups using demographic information so that the new and reference forms could be directly equated as in equivalent-groups equating design. The approach did not fully adjust the ability of the new-form group to be similar enough to that of the reference form group and therefore was inadequate as a substitute for common-item equating. The third approach was a single-group equating design that treated the group of examinees who took two forms on adjacent administrations 1 month apart as being the same group. The operational data from an English-language test showed score gains for the 1-month repeaters, thus not confirming the assumption of equal ability of the adjacent-month repeaters. Therefore, the single-group scaling approach could not be used as a substitute for common-item equating. However, Livingston (2005) proposed an adjusted single-group scaling method for a language test, using the scores of people repeating the test with only 1 month between the two administrations. People who were taking the test for the first time at the earlier administration were to be excluded from the analysis. Wei, Liu, and Dorans (2013) explored and evaluated the fourth and fifth alternative NEAT linking designs. One was to conduct equating in a population where common-item exposure was not a concern and then apply the same conversion to the population where the security of common items was a big concern. The other alternative was to conduct linking across two different populations, where a new form administered to the high security-risk population was linked to an old form administered to the low security-risk population through common items. They compared results from these two alternative linking designs with those from the linking conducted within the high security-risk population, which was considered as the criterion linking function. The findings suggested that the linking functions from both alternative linking designs were different from the criterion linking function, although the cross-population linking results were closer to the criterion function. Morgan (2011) proposed the sixth alternative method: the SGGM scaling method. With the consideration of the adjacent-month repeaters' score gains, this method is a further development of the single-group scaling approach explored by Liao and Livingston (2012) and the adjusted single-group scaling proposed by Livingston (2005) . The SGGM scaling borrows the statistical procedure used in frequency estimation equating, where the conditional distribution of total score given each anchor score in one population is assumed the same as in another population. In SGGM scaling, the conditional distribution of adjacent-administration repeaters' later scale scores given each earlier scale score based on historical data is assumed to be consistent across administrations, so it can be used to estimate the current administration repeaters' scale score distribution on the new test form. Specifically, SGGM scaling comprises three steps:
• Establish repeaters' scale score conditional distribution based on historical data. First, compile historical data for examinees taking the two different test forms in adjacent administrations (e.g., repeaters taking the test a month apart). Then use the data to estimate the conditional distribution of those repeaters' scale scores in later administration, given their scale scores in earlier administration. Estimate this conditional distribution for each scale score of the earlier administration. Following the notation used in frequency estimation equating (Kolen & Brennan, 2004) , the conditional distribution of repeaters' later scale score X 2 , given their earlier scale score X 1 , can be defined as f old (x 2 |x 1 ), which represents the probability that X 2 = x 2 given that X 1 = x 1 based on old or historical data. • Calculate the expected scale score distribution for repeaters in the new administration. Among the examinees taking the new test form in the current administration, identify those who took the test form in the previous administration. Then use their scale score distribution from the previous administration, along with the conditional distribution estimated in Step 1, to estimate their scale score distribution in the current administration. Assuming the new repeaters' scale score Y 1 in the previous administration has distribution g new (y 1 ), the repeaters' expected scale score distribution in the current administration, g new (y 2 ), can be obtained by
• Conduct raw-to-scale score scaling for the new test form. In the group of test takers in Step 2 (i.e., the new adjacentadministration repeaters), perform a single-group equipercentile equating of their new-form raw score distribution h new (z) to their scale score distribution g new (y 2 ) estimated in Step 2. Then use the resulting transformation as the raw-to-scale score conversion for the new test form. For all examinees in the new administration, use the conversion for score reporting.
The critical step in SGGM scaling is estimating the expected scale score distribution for repeaters in the new administration based on historical data. To illustrate the process, Tables 1-4 set forth a hypothetical example. Assume we have a test with five possible raw score points 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 and three possible scale score points 10, 20, and 30. Table 1 shows the bivariate frequency distribution of earlier and later scale scores of repeaters who have taken two different test forms in adjacent administrations in the past. The table shows the frequency of examinees at each earlier scale score level. For example, 200 repeaters received a score of 10 in the earlier administration. Among those repeaters, 80 received a score of 10, 100 received a score of 20, and 20 received a score of 30 in the later administration. From the frequency distribution, we can compute the conditional distribution of repeaters' later scale scores given each of their earlier scale scores. For example, for repeaters with score 10 in earlier administrations, the probabilities of receiving scores 10, 20, and 30 in the later administration are 80/200 = 0.4, 100/200 = 0.5, and 20/200 = 0.1. Table 2 shows repeaters' conditional distribution of later scores at each earlier score. For the new administration, we can identify repeaters who took the test in the previous administration and obtain their earlier scale scores. Table 3 shows the frequency of repeaters at each earlier score level. There are 10 scores of 10, 60 scores of 20, and 20 scores of 30. We can estimate the bivariate frequency distribution of new repeaters' earlier and later scale scores by applying the conditional probabilities in Table 2 to the frequencies of Table 3 . For example, among the 10 repeaters with earlier score 10, four (10 · 0.4), five (10 · 0.5), and one (10 · 0.1) repeaters will receive scores 10, 20, and 30, respectively, in the later administration. Table 3 shows the estimated bivariate frequency distribution of new repeaters' earlier and later scale scores. Then we can add up the frequencies in each column and obtain the estimated frequency at each later score level. Specifically, there are 21, 39, and 30 repeaters with scores 10, 20, and 30, respectively, in the new administration. Table 4 shows the repeaters' expected scale score frequency distribution. The left two columns show their observed raw score frequency distribution. Then we can do a single-group equipercentile equating of repeaters' raw score distribution to their scale score distribution. Wei (2013) compared the SGGM scaling and the cross-population NEAT linking with the single-group equating method, which assumes equal ability of repeaters taking the test within 2 weeks. Although the results from both alternative linking methods were different than those from the single-group equating, the SGGM scaling results were more similar to the single-group equating results, and the cross-population NEAT linking method tended to produce higher conversion lines, higher scale score means, and more repeaters' average score changes than the single-group equating did.
Based on previous studies, although SGGM scaling has the assumption of consistency of repeaters' score gains over administrations, it has an attractive potential to link test scores in a population where common items are not secure to appear in any different test form or do not function as expected. The main purpose of this study was to examine the assumption of the SGGM scaling method and compare its linking results with those from the well-designed NEAT equating method using the data collected from a secured language-testing program. 
Methodology
This study used operational data from a testing program to evaluate the performance of the SGGM scaling method. We first used repeaters' scale scores in adjacent administrations collected earlier in the testing program to estimate the conditional distribution of repeaters' later scale scores, given their earlier scores. We then estimated new repeaters' scale score distribution in the current administration based on their scale scores in the earlier administration. We conducted singlegroup equipercentile equating between the current-form repeaters' observed raw score distribution and their estimated scale score distribution to obtain the raw-to-scale score conversion. We compared the SGGM scaling results with the NEAT equating results to examine the performance of the SGGM scaling method.
Data
This study used data from a language test designed to measure examinees' English proficiency. The test consists of two separately timed and scored sections: listening and reading. Each section comprises 100 multiple-choice items. A welldesigned NEAT equating is conducted separately for the two sections. The testing program closely monitors the security of common items. The scaled scores are reported on a scale ranging from 5 to 495, by increments of 5, for each section.
The study utilized data from the listening and reading test scores collected from May 2010 to November 2012 administrations (with each administration having one test form). We used data from all examinees taking adjacent administrations in the selected time period, either 1 month or 2 months apart, in the analyses for this study. Table 5 shows the adjacent administrations and repeaters' sample sizes. It is likely that some examinees appeared in more than one of these repeater groups because they may have taken the test multiple times within the time of period. The scale score data of 14 groups of repeaters from May 2010 to May 2012 were used to estimate the conditional distribution of later scale scores, given earlier scale scores. We also examined the consistency of scale score gains across different pairs of adjacent administrations. The SGGM scaling used the data collected from June 2012 to November 2012 administrations. Specifically, for each pair of adjacent administrations, we used repeaters' scale scores in the earlier administration and raw scores in the later administration to perform SGGM scaling. We compared the SGGM scaling results with the NEAT equating results used in the operational work. The administrations used to estimate conditional distribution included eight pairs of adjacent administrations with a time gap of 1 month and six pairs with a time gap of 2 months. The repeater sample sizes ranged from 6,251 to 22,491. A total of 190,478 pairs of scale scores was used to estimate and examine the conditional distribution. The administrations used for scaling included eight pairs of adjacent administrations with a time gap of 1 month and two pairs with a time gap of 2 months. The repeater sample sizes ranged from 2,088 to 6,449 for the score scaling.
Procedure

Computing Conditional Distribution
To evaluate the assumption of SGGM scaling (i.e., the consistency of repeaters' score gains across different pairs of adjacent administrations), we computed the conditional distribution of repeaters' later scale scores, given each of the earlier scale scores, four different ways. The conditional distributions were based on ( 
Examining the Consistency of Score Gains
For each of the adjacent-administration repeater groups from May 2010 to May 2012, we first computed the mean and standard deviation of their score gains then computed the mean and standard deviation of their score gains at each scale score point on early administration. We then compared these means and standard deviations of score gains across different repeater groups in (a) the eight pairs of adjacent administrations with the time gap of 1 month, (b) the six pairs of adjacent administrations with the time gap of 2 months, and (c) the accumulated pairs with 1-month and 2-month gaps. The purpose was to evaluate the consistency of repeaters' score gains across administrations and then select the conditional score distribution for SGGM scaling.
Selecting the Conditional Distribution
Based on the comparison of repeaters' score gains with a 1-month gap versus the repeaters' score gains with a 2-month gap, we made a decision about which conditional distribution would be used for scaling in the next step. Before creating the final conditional distribution for scaling, we smoothed the repeaters' scale score distributions from earlier and later administrations using a bivariate log linear model that preserved 16 moments of the observed bivariate distribution: the first six univariate moments of each variable and the first four bivariate moments (i.e., X 1 X 2 , X 2 1 X 2 , X 1 X 2 2 , and X 2 1 X 2 2 ; Holland & Thayer, 2000) .
Conducting Scaling
Based on NEAT equating results used in the operational work, for each of the adjacent-administration repeater groups from June 2012 to November 2012, we used the scale score distribution in the earlier administration to estimate the scale score distribution in the later administration using the procedure described earlier in this report. We then performed a single-group equipercentile equating between these repeaters' raw score distribution on the new form and their estimated scale score distribution on the new administration. The resulting raw-to-scale conversion was used to produce scale scores for all examinees who had taken the new test form. Before conducting the scaling, we smoothed the scale score distribution from the earlier administration and the observed raw score distribution from the new administration using a univariate log linear model that preserved the first six moments of the observed univariate distribution.
Evaluating Scaling Results
We compared the SGGM scaling results with the NEAT equating results. NEAT equating worked well in the testing program, as there were typically small ability differences between the new and reference groups, and the anchor items performed consistently in the new and reference test forms. We examined the raw-to-scale score conversions of the test forms based on the SGGM method. Specifically, for each form used in the later administrations from June 2012 to November 2012, we first computed the raw-to-scale conversion differences by subtracting the scale score based on NEAT equating from the scale score based on SGGM scaling at each raw score point then plotted the scale score differences against the new-form raw scores. We used the raw-to-scale conversion difference plots to evaluate the accuracy of the SGGM scaling method for each of the 10 test forms. To summarize the raw-to-scale conversion differences and examine the SGGM scaling function across the 10 test forms, we computed the root-mean-square of differences (RMSD) between SGGM and NEAT conversions at each raw score point x by
where SS SGGM (x) is the scale score from SGGM scaling conversion and SS NEAT (x) is the scale score from NEAT equating conversion for raw score x.
We also evaluated the scoring results of the SGGM method for test takers in each of the 10 administrations. Specifically, we first applied the raw-to-scale conversions from the SGGM scaling to all test takers in each administration and obtained their scale scores then computed the means and standard deviations of their scale scores. We compared these means and standard deviations with those from NEAT equating.
To examine the impact of the conversion differences on examinees' scale scores across the scale score range, we computed the weighted RMSD (WRMSD) for each test form by
where w x is the frequency at the raw score point x.
Results
We first compared different repeater groups' score gains and examined the consistency of their score gains across different pairs of adjacent administrations. Then we compared the raw-to-scale conversions and examinees' scale score means and standard deviations based on the SGGM scaling method with those based on the NEAT equating method. We also used WRMSD for the comparison.
Consistency of Score Gains
We first computed scale score gains for each repeater group across all scale score levels and then computed score gains for subgroups at each scale score level for adjacent administrations with a 1-month gap, a 2-month gap, and the combined time gaps. We present the results separately for the listening and reading sections.
Listening Table 6 shows the adjacent-administration repeaters' scale score means in earlier and later administrations and the means and standard deviations of their score gains. For the eight pairs of adjacent administrations with a 1-month gap, the average score gains ranged from 2.73 to 11.58, with standard deviations from 39.12 to 42.16. Combining the eight pairs of adjacent administrations, the average score gain was 6.63, with a standard deviation of 41.21. For the six pairs of adjacent administrations with a 2-month gap, the average score gains ranged from 4.17 to 12.40, with standard deviations from 40.51 to 42.32. Combining the six pairs of administrations, the average score gain was 7.56, with a standard deviation of 41.39. For the 14 pairs of adjacent administrations, the standardized mean score changes varied from 0.03 to 0.16 for different repeater groups. Therefore, some variability was observed in the average score gains across different pairs of adjacent administrations. Although we found considerable variability in examinees' score gains, the dispersion of score gains was very consistent across different pairs of adjacent administrations. Both the average and the variability of score gains of the accumulated 1-month repeaters and 2-month repeaters were very similar, and their combined average score gain was 7.10, with a standard deviation of 41.31.
To explore in more detail the variability of score gains across score ranges, we examined the conditional means and standard deviations of score gains at each scale score points for both separate pairs and accumulated pairs of adjacentadministration repeaters. Figures 1a and b show the conditional means of score gains for different pairs of administrations with a 1-month gap and a 2-month gap, Figure 1c shows the conditional means of score gains based separately on accumulated 1-month and 2-month data sets, and Figure 1d shows the conditional means of score gains based on combined and accumulated data sets. Figure 2 shows the conditional standard deviations of score gains based on different data sets. In these figures, the horizontal axis indicates the earlier administration's scale score and the vertical axis indicates the conditional mean or standard deviation of scale score gains for each early scale score. The conditional statistics for scale scores below 115, which approximately corresponds to the chance raw score level of 28, were not presented in the figures because very few examinees had scores in that range. Figure 2a shows the conditional standard deviations of score gains for Listening with a 1-month gap; Figure 2b , with 2-month gap; Figure 2c , with 1-and 2-month gaps; and Figure 2d , with a 1-or 2-month gap.
From Figures 1 and 2 , one can see that the score gains were different across different scale score points. For examinees with earlier scale scores higher than 400, scale scores tended to drop, and the amount of score drop was related to the examinees' earlier score levels: The higher their earlier scores were, the more scores dropped later. For examinees with earlier scores lower than 400, scale scores tended to increase, and the amount of score increase was also related to the examinees' earlier score levels: The lower their earlier scores were, the more their scores increased later. The variability of score gains was also related to repeaters' earlier score levels: The dispersion of score gains tended to be relatively smaller at the higher score level (higher than 400) and bigger at the lower score level (lower than 200), although there was variability across pairs of administrations. At each scale score point, there was some variability in both conditional means and standard deviations of score gains across different pairs of adjacent administrations with either 1-or 2-month gaps. However, the conditional statistics of score gains over a 1-month interval between adjacent administrations were similar to those 115  125  135  145  155  165  175  185  195  205  215  225  235  245  255  265  275  285  295  305  315  325  335  345  355  365  375  385  395  405  415  425  435  445  455  465 over a 2-month interval between adjacent administrations. Therefore, we decided to use the conditional distribution based on combined and accumulated data for SGGM scaling for Listening. standard deviation of 44.39. Among the 14 pairs of administrations, the standardized mean score changes varied from −0.03 to 0.20, with an average of 0.08 based on accumulated data. Therefore, there was variability in the average score gains across different pairs of adjacent administrations. As we found in the listening section, there was considerable variability in examinees' score gains, but the dispersion of score gains was very consistent across different pairs of adjacent administrations. Both the average and the variability of score gains of the accumulated 1-month repeaters and 2-month repeaters were very similar, and their combined average score gain was 6.61, with a standard deviation of 44.07. We also examined the conditional means and standard deviations of scale score gains at each scale score level for the reading section. Figure 3 shows the conditional means of score gains, and Figure 4 shows the conditional standard deviations of score gains based on different data sets. Again, the conditional statistics for scale scores below 90, which approximately corresponds to the chance raw score level of 25, were not presented in the figures because very few examinees had scores in that range.
Reading
As found in the listening section, the score gains for the reading section were also different across different scale score points. For examinees with higher earlier scale scores, scale scores tended to drop. For examinees with lower earlier scores, scores tended to increase. As seen in Figures 4c and d , the variability of score gains was also related to repeaters' earlier score levels: The dispersion of individual score gains tended to be relatively smaller at the higher score levels. However, Figures 4a and b show relatively bigger variability across pairs of administrations. This larger across-pair variability is likely due to the comparatively smaller number of examinees with higher scores in the earlier administrations. At each scale score point, there was some variability in both conditional means and standard deviations of score gains across the different pairs of adjacent administrations with either 1-or 2-month gaps. Compared with Listening, except at lower scale score levels, the conditional means of score gains were more inconsistent across different pairs of administrations. The conditional standard deviations of score gains were larger at the top level but smaller at the lower level. The larger conditional standard deviations at the higher scale scores may be related to the relatively smaller frequencies at the top score levels for Reading. However, the conditional statistics of score gains were relatively consistent between accumulated 1-month-gap and 2-month-gap administrations, except for the conditional standard deviations at the top score levels. Therefore, we decided to use the conditional distribution based on combined and accumulated data for SGGM scaling for Reading.
Conversion Differences
We used raw-to-scale conversion difference plots (i.e., SGGM scaling conversion minus NEAT equating conversion) to illustrate the conversion differences between the two linking methods (see Figure 5 for Listening and Figure 6 for Reading). The plot above 0 indicates that the SGGM conversion was higher than the NEAT conversion, and the plot below 0 suggests that the SGGM conversion was lower than the NEAT conversion. In the graphs, the conversions were truncated at chance level, which is the raw score 28 for Listening and the raw score 25 for Reading, and very few examinees scored at or lower than those levels. At the top of the scale, all scale scores at and higher than 495 were truncated to 495, which is the maximum of reported scale scores. 90  100  110  120  130  140  150  160  170  180  190  200  210  220  230  240  250  260  270  280  290  300  310  320  330  340  350  360  370  380  390  400  410  420  430  440  450  460 Listening Figure 5 shows the conversion difference plots for the listening section for the 10 forms. For Test Forms A, E, and F, the SGGM scaling tended to produce higher conversions than the NEAT equating, except in some small score ranges.
For Test Forms C, D, and H, the SGGM scaling tended to produce lower scale scores in all or most score ranges. For the remaining four forms, the SGGM scaling typically produced lower conversions in the lower score range (i.e., lower than the raw score of 50), higher conversions in the middle score range (i.e., the raw scores of 55-85), and then lower conversions in the top score range (i.e., the truncated raw score points). Strictly speaking, for all of the 10 test forms, no SGGM scaling function was the same as the NEAT equating function, and the conversion differences could reach to as low as −20 scale score points or as high as 10 scale score points, which are approximately 1/4 and 1/8 of a standard deviation, respectively. Reading Figure 6 shows the conversion difference plots for the reading section for the 10 forms. Based on the plots, for Test Forms A, C, G, and I, the SGGM scaling tended to produce higher conversions than the NEAT equating, except in the very low score range. For Test Form D, the SGGM scaling produced lower scale scores in all score ranges. For the remaining five forms, the SGGM scaling produced lower conversions in some score ranges but higher conversions in the other score ranges, depending on specific test forms. As we found in the listening section, for all of the 10 test forms, no SGGM scaling function was the same as the NEAT equating function, and the conversion differences could reach to as low as −20 scale score points or as high as 17 scale score points, which are approximately 1/4 and 1/5 of a standard deviation, respectively. Figures 7 and 8 show the RMSD for the listening and reading sections, respectively. Based on the two plots, the RMSD tended to be greater than 3 but less than 12 for both Listening and Reading across the score ranges, with relatively larger values at the top score ranges and smaller values in the middle score ranges. Figure 9 shows the WRMSD for both the listening and reading sections for the 10 test forms. Based on the figure, the WRMSD varied from 3 to 9 scale score points for Listening and from 3 to 6 scale score points for Reading. 28  30  32  34  36  38  40  42  44  46  48  50  52  54  56  58  60  62  64  66  68  70  72  74  76  78  80  82  84  86  88  90  92 
Summary Statistics
After applying the raw-to-scale score conversions from the SGGM scaling method to all examinees in each administration, we obtained their scale scores and their summary statistics (i.e., means and standard deviations). Table 8 displays the summary statistics that resulted from the SGGM scaling conversions and NEAT equating conversions for Listening and Reading for each of the 10 forms. The table also shows the differences in the summary statistics between the two methods. Consistent with what we found in the conversion difference plots, the scale score means based on the SGGM scaling 25  27  29  31  33  35  37  39  41  43  45  47  49  51  53  55  57  59  61  63  65  67  69  71  73  75  77  79  81  83  85  87  89  91  93  95  97 25  27  29  31  33  35  37  39  41  43  45  47  49  51  53  55  57  59  61  63  65  67  69  71  73  75  77  79  81  83  85  87  89  91  93  95  97 25  27  29  31  33  35  37  39  41  43  45  47  49  51  53  55  57  59  61  63  65  67  69  71  73  75  77  79  81  83  85  87  89  91  93  95  97 27  29  31  33  35  37  39  41  43  45  47  49  51  53  55  57  59  61  63  65  67  69  71  73  75  77  79  81  83  85  87  89  91  93  95  97 method were sometimes higher and sometimes lower than those based on the NEAT equating method, depending on specific sections and test forms. Specifically, compared with NEAT equating results, the SGGM scaling produced from 7.72 lower average scale score points to 3.64 higher average scale score points for Listening and from 3.19 lower average scale score points to 4.81 higher average scale score points for Reading. However, the average signed difference between the means was −0.66 for Listening and 0.48 for Reading. The average signed difference for the standard deviation was 0.72 25  27  29  31  33  35  37  39  41  43  45  47  49  51  53  55  57  59  61  63  65  67  69  71  73  75  77  79  81  83  85  87  89  91  93  95  97 for Listening and −0.17 for Reading. The average of the absolute differences in the scale score mean was 3.20 for Listening and 2.51 for Reading. The average of the absolute differences in the standard deviation of the scale scores was 1.57 for Listening and 1.55 for Reading. Therefore, at the level of average score, SGGM scaling did not show a systematic bias of higher or lower average scores. Neither were the distributions of scale scores systematically more or less variable than the NEAT equating results. 29  31  33  35  37  39  41  43  45  47  49  51  53  55  57  59  61  63  65  67  69  71  73  75  77  79  81  83  85  87  89  91  93  95 26  28  30  32  34  36  38  40  42  44  46  48  50  52  54  56  58  60  62  64  66  68  70  72  74  76  78  80  82  84  86  88  90  92  94  96  98 
Discussion
All linking methods have their own assumptions, and SGGM scaling is no exception. SGGM scaling assumes that the adjacent-administration repeaters' conditional distribution of later scale scores, given earlier scale scores, is consistent across different pairs of adjacent administrations. In other words, it assumes that the conditional distributions of repeaters' scale score gains are consistent across administrations. Based on the eight pairs of adjacent administrations with a 1month gap and six pairs with a 2-month gap, the means of repeaters' score gains were small, with the average score gain of 7 (i.e., 1/12 of a standard deviation) for both Listening and Reading, but they differed somewhat across different pairs of adjacent administrations. On average, the standard deviations of score gains were 41 for Listening and 44 for Reading, and they were very consistent across different pairs of administrations. This finding of smaller average score gains but large variability of score gains was consistent with the results from a repeater analysis study using graduate admissions exam data (Yang, Bontya, & Moses, 2011) . The 1-month repeaters' standardized average score gains of 0.08 for Listening and 0.07 for Reading were relatively smaller than the results from 1-month repeater analysis based on data from the TOEFL ® test (i.e., 0.12 for Listening and 0.17 for Reading; see Zhang, 2008) . The score gains across the scale score levels
show that both the conditional means and standard deviations of score gains were not consistent across different pairs of adjacent administrations, especially at lower and/or higher ends of the scale. Based on the accumulated data across administrations, the score gains for 1-month repeaters were similar to those for 2-month repeaters. It seems reasonable to use the conditional distributions based on combined 1-month and 2-month data for scaling, although the conditional distributions across individual pairs of adjacent administrations were not very consistent. Not surprisingly, there was a regression effect for repeaters' score changes, which is due to less than perfect test score reliability (i.e., 0.92 for Listening and 0.93 for Reading). Specifically, for the examinees with higher scale scores in earlier administrations, scale scores in later administrations tended to be lower; for examinees with lower scores in earlier administrations, scores in later administrations tended to be higher. Yang et al. (2011) also found this pattern of score changes on a graduate admissions exam. It was also not surprising that the 1-month repeaters had slightly less score gain than the 2-month repeaters (i.e., 0.08 and 0.07 vs. 0.10 and 0.08 for Listening and Reading, respectively), although some repeater groups' reading score means dropped slightly within 1 month.
The larger volume based on combined 1-month and 2-month repeaters served to make the conditional distribution more stable. However, the assumed invariance in conditional distributions (i.e., score gains) across different administrations would certainly affect the accuracy of SGGM scaling if score gain differs across administrations. Differences were found between NEAT conversions and SGGM conversions. However, the bias in the conversion differences and summary statistics was not consistent. Compared with the NEAT conversions, the SGGM conversions were sometimes higher and sometimes lower, depending on test sections and forms. Similarly, examinees' scale score means and standard deviations based on SGGM scaling were sometimes higher and sometimes lower than with the NEAT equating conversions.
No equating method is perfect, and all equating methods may have their own problems in the real world of operational work. Therefore, any criterion used for evaluation is not the absolute truth. The NEAT design equating used for the current study typically worked well. There were small ability differences between the new and reference groups, along with consistent anchor item performance in the new and reference test forms. A scale stability study (Lu, Haberman, & Liu, 2013) examined the variations in the means and standard deviations of scale scores and the variations in the raw-toscale conversions across 61 forms in the testing program and found that the scale of the test scores was fairly stable across administrations. Based on the findings of the current study, the average signed mean differences of −0.66 for Listening and 0.48 for Reading and the average signed standard deviation differences of 0.72 for Listening and −0.17 for Reading between the two linking methods were very small. Therefore, the SGGM scaling method did not show a systematic bias of higher or lower average scores. Neither were the distributions of scale scores systematically more or less variable than the NEAT equating results. This conclusion is consistent with the findings from a prior study (Wei, 2013 ) that used single-group equating as the criterion to evaluate the SGGM scaling function.
A close look at the conversion difference plots reveals that the SGGM conversions are more different from the NEAT conversions at the top and bottom score ranges than at the middle score range. This pattern is consistent with the finding that both the conditional means and the standard deviations of score gains vary the most across different administrations at lower and/or higher ends of the scale than at the middle of the scale. The bigger differences at the bottom and top score ranges might come from both the conditional distributions in SGGM scaling and from random error in the NEAT equating because of smaller sample sizes in those ranges.
The conversion difference plots in Figures 5 and 6 also show that there are abrupt jumps or drops in the top score ranges for both the listening and reading sections in most of the test forms. This may be related to the different top score ranges used in the two linking methods. For SGGM linking, we used the truncated scale scores from historical data to compute the conditional distribution. Then we used the new-form repeaters' earlier truncated scale scores to estimate their scale scores in the new administration. We then conducted equipercentile scaling between new repeaters' observed raw scores and their estimated and truncated scale scores to create the conversions for the new test form. Therefore, all the steps of the SGGM scaling used truncated scale scores. For NEAT equating, we first equated the new form's raw scores to the old form's raw scores using common items then put them on the reference scale through the old form's raw-to-scale conversion. We did not truncate scale scores in NEAT equating until the last step for score reporting. This difference between the two linking methods might have a consistent impact on their conversion differences on the top score range.
Some other factors might also have an impact on the observed differences between SGGM scaling results and NEAT equating results, and more effort needs to be made to improve the SGGM scaling function. For example, the conditional distribution used for scaling in this study did not take into consideration the number of prior administrations the repeaters had taken before the later administration. Based on operational data, the first-time repeaters showed somewhat more improvement than those who had taken the test more frequently. This finding suggests that different repeaters may have different score gain patterns. The SGGM scaling function would improve if the conditional distribution were to include such information. Cleaning repeaters' data by removing outliers or unusual scores would also improve SGGM scaling. For example, we found in the operational data that some examinees had score gains or drops of more than 400, which is almost impossible, unless either their earlier scores or later scores did not really reflect their ability levels. We should remove these repeaters from the data before we estimate the conditional distribution in the future.
We should also take into account the characteristics of the criterion when we evaluate the SGGM scaling function. No equating method is perfect, and all equating methods may have their own problems in the real world. Therefore, any criterion used for evaluation is not the absolute truth. The NEAT equating used in the current study typically worked well based on test score equating guidelines and suggestions (Kolen & Brennan, 2004; Livingston, 2014) . For example, the new and reference groups came from the same population, and their ability differences were typically small, with the standardized group differences being less than 0.1 and the ratio of variances being close to 1.0. The total test and the common-item sets used the same content and statistical specifications. The security of common-item sets was closely monitored by comparing the average p values of the common-item sets and other items in the test. Difficulty estimate (i.e., percentage correct or p value) plots of the common items based on new and reference groups suggest that the common items performed consistently in the new and reference groups, with correlations being always larger than 0.97. Therefore, the authors believe that the NEAT equating procedure is satisfactory and the equating results can be used to evaluate the reasonableness of other methods (e.g., Haberman, 2015) . However, some inevitable equating errors likely resulted from either sampling or violation of equating assumptions. We should consider the range of errors while evaluating the SGGM scaling results.
The SGGM scaling method does not require common items between test forms, and we can examine its assumptions using historical data. However, the SGGM method obtains advantages at the cost of limitations. For example, there should be large volumes of identified repeaters between adjacent administrations, and their prior reported scale scores should be available. In this study, two types of historical data were required to implement the SGGM method. First, before SGGM scaling, the repeaters' historical data from May 2010 to May 2012 had to be used to set up and examine the conditional distribution of repeaters' later scale scores, given their earlier scale scores. Second, in the SGGM scaling for the 10 new forms administered from June to November 2012, the repeaters' scale scores in the earlier administrations, which were used to estimate repeaters' scale scores in later administrations, were already available based on NEAT design equating. As a result, the accuracy of the SGGM scaling for the new forms depends in part on the quality of NEAT design equating in previous administrations. One follow-up question should address what would happen if we used the repeaters' scale scores in the earlier administration from SGGM scaling to estimate their scale scores in the later administration and conducted the SGGM scaling sequentially. To evaluate the feasibility of totally replacing NEAT equating by SGGM scaling for all the new forms, except for the two starting forms, SGGM scaling results would be used to estimate repeaters' scale scores in later administrations. In this way, we could examine the long-term impact or chained effect of the SGGM method. Therefore, future studies should only use scale scores from SGGM scaling to evaluate the long-term performance of the method for the testing program.
Conclusion
We evaluated the assumption and scaling results of the SGGM method in this study using the results from NEAT equating as the criterion. Based on the repeat examinees' data from 14 pairs of adjacent administrations, the conditional distributions of repeaters' later scale scores on their earlier scale scores were not consistent, but the 1-month conditional distributions were very similar to the 2-month conditional distributions. Based on the scaling results of 10 test forms, the SGGM scaling conversions were different from the NEAT equating conversions and had an impact on examinees' scoring results. However, compared with examinees' summary statistics based on NEAT equating, the SGGM scaling did not show a systematic bias in either the average or the variability of scale scores. More studies need to be conducted to examine the long-term impact of replacing NEAT equating by SGGM scaling in a testing program.
